Sponsorship Packet
Programming competition based in Maryland

Contact Us
@mdhacks2020
contact@mdhacks.com
mdhacks.com

Welcome to MDHacks 2020!
Welcome to the premier MDHacks, the best high school hackathon in Maryland. Our
organizers have years of experience competiting at the world’s largest hackathons, and know
how to organize a great event. We are excited to partner with you and host this event.

What is a hackathon?

A hackathon is a programming
competition where students from many
different schools come together for a
weekend of learning programming skills,
meeting people, and developing a project.  
”Hacking” is not about stealing passwords,
or anything malicious to us. We believe
that hacking, at its core, means using
technology to solve real world problems
with practical solutions. Our community
strives to make the world a better place
through learning, exploring, and building.

We’ve got a favor to ask

What?

48 hours of learning and fun!

When?

November 7th-8th, 2020

Where?

MDHacks will be virtual because of the
COVID-19 pandemic

MDHacks is going to be an incredible
experience for students and sponsors.
Students get the amazing opportunity to
showcase their programming skills in a way
that is not possible during school. They get an
opportunity to develop new techincal skills
and build something they are passionate
about.



Without sponsors, our hackathon would never
go anywhere. So, we’re asking if you would
consider supporting the first of many
MDHacks so that we can continue to inspire
students to create innovative solutions to real
world problems. Our sponsors get a weekend
to interact with some of the brighest minds of
Maryland.

Sponsorship

Tier & Benefit

$100

$200

$500

$1000

* You will be able to contact and recruit our hackers for work or other opportunities


** You will be able to present a custom award with your own judging criteria


*** Your name and logo will be placed as part of all MDHacks branding


**** Stickers and other accessories with your logo will be mailed to all participants

@mdhacks2020

contact@mdhacks.com

mdhacks.com

